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Asset Class Q2 2017
Client:
Redington Ltd

Brief:

Outcome:

Asset Class is a publication that Redington have been
creating for 6 years, and with a re-brand already in motion,
there was no time or sense in re-branding it fully, so the key
was to keep the core of the sub-brand and the style, whilst
also making it less RED! Originally the red in Redington’s
brand had been intended to be used as a highlight, but it
had gradually increased to the point of being overwhelming,
I returned it to it’s original purpose. As well as the magazine,
I needed to create all the website, email and social banners
to launch the edition and events.

Asset Class Q2 had a flight theme, it linked to another
publication "Meeting Member Promises", both used flight
metaphors to compare pensions and investments to a
"flight plan". The cover specifically needed to show that
from your starting point, there are a multitude of routes you
can take. As asset class is more corporate than it’s sister
publication Ampersand Institute I gave it a more corporate
theme, and added the airplanes as paper airplanes and
photographs, rather than the more informal/ playful theme
of Meeting Member Promises.

Redington New Brand
Roll-out
Client:
Redington Ltd

Brief:

Outcome:

To launch Redington’s new brand successfully throughout
the company, from business cards to Microsoft Office
templates, 12 sub-brands and a welcome pack for every staff
member. There were over 160 assets that needed branding,
less than 2 months to do it in, with a move to a new office at
the end of it. All of this with RfPs, publications, campaigns
and events do design for alongside it.

I was in charge of rolling out the new brand with help from
a contract Designer who I managed successfully, launching
the brand within the time-frame. I utilised SmartSheet
to create a comprehensive list of the Brand Rollout, then
created a workable timeline for each item working with the
stakeholder for each item, postponing anything not needed
for launch, making sure there was time to get everything
printed/delivered for the move to the new office.

Right are 3 of the Redington
sub-brands, I used simple
brust stroke icons as well
as the typography to keep
them consistant.
The full stationery set, letterhead, pink lined envelopes, compliments slips as A6 Postcards, and business cards. The business cards were printed with a
spot UV gloss on the painted elements which is tactile and adds the illusion that they are painted on. There are 3 back options so staff get to choose.

Below: Rather than the
cliched logo on the side of
the mug, I sourced mugs
that we could print a smiley
face from the brand assets
onto the bottom, it’s a small
detail that reinforces the
brand’s friendly, open and
quirky personality.

Mecca Bingo
monthly mailer
Client:
Mecca Bingo (Part of the Rank Group)

Brief:

Outcome:

This is a 4-sided card mailer that I designed during my
time at The Rank Group. I was asked to create a new design
for the mailer which was eye-catching, made the text of
the offer the main element in the design, incorporated
imagery of the games from the offer, and could be updated
each month with a design that fitted the given theme for
the month.

I decided to make it look as if the offers were bursting out
from inside the card, it gave me a good way to incorporate
the game imagery, and make the design eye-catching.
Below are some examples of the different monthly
versions I created.

Christmas "Elfies"
Client:
Mecca Bingo (Part of the Rank Group)

Here is the newspaper advert, which had a face that could
be cut out, so that the page became a selfie opportunity.

Brief:

Outcome:

To create a design to convey a full Christmas advent calendar
of offers. Our team did a group brainstorming session, and
having reviewed the requested assets for the campaign,
which included window vinyls and a tall cardboard stand, I
suggested creating some selfie opportunities. These "Elfies"
would create a great opportunity for social media exposure
for Mecca, as the customers could be offered a prize for
sharing the best Elfie pictures online. There are also party
bookings in Mecca clubs, and photo booths, Santa hats etc
are very popular at Christmas parties.

I suggested that we could create 2 sets of window vinyls, the
costume parts (Santa hats, elf hats, reindeer antlers and red
nose) and the call to action sticker below them which lets
them know how to enter the competition. I suggested that
as well as placing them on the doors, we could place them
on the mirrors in the bathrooms, where women touching up
their hair and make-up are likely to stop for selfies already.
Here are some of the mockups I created to support the
suggestion, which were met with much enthusiasm from
the Mecca marketing team.

Christmas Advent
Landing Pages
Client:
Mecca Bingo (Part of the Rank Group)

Brief:

Outcome:

To create a design a set of landing pages to accompany the
digital Christmas Advent promotion.

I created the set of landing pages in 3 sizes, desktop, tablet
and mobile, below shows how the pages show on three
different devices.

Kantar "Follow The Sun"
Logo Concepts
Client:
Kantar (While working for MCM Creative agency)

Brief:

Outcome:

Kantar were planning an event called "Follow The Sun", which
would involve live presentations broadcast from around the
world, a chain of events which would mean that they would
all technically be in the same day. I was asked to create logo
concepts for the event, staying consistent to their branding.

I created a variety of logo concepts, trying various styles and
possible ways of conveying the live streaming presentations/
conferences aspect as well as following the sun.

The Lynx Portfolio
Client:
Savills

Brief:

Outcome:

To brand a property portfolio with the only guidance being
the name "The Lynx Portfolio". I had to design a template,
with layouts that all properties should follow, adding in the
content as it became ready. I worked on this project from
beginning to end, creating the initial branding concepts,
through to picking the print quality and finishes. It was
quite a large project, with the final page count being 73.

I took the word lynx and the fact that this was a set of linked
properties, and developed a theme based on connectivity,
starting with the X connecting the words of the logo
together and adding a sense of movement, then creating a
background texture with dots connected together in a web.
The design was printed and bound as a book, with lovely foil
finishing. It was great to see the finished product.

Theseus Brochure
Client:
Savills

Brief:

Outcome:

To brand a residential property portfolio based on the
name "Theseus". I had to design a template, with layouts
that all properties should follow. I worked on this project
from the beginning, creating the initial branding concept,
then developing the colours, and typeface choices, through
amends to the final design.

I took the name back to it’s roots, I’m a fan of mythology,
and Theseus was a character in Greek myths who defeated
the Minotaur in it’s labyrinth. So I used a classical style serif
typeface in all capitals for the cover and main headings,
with a labyrinth ornament beneath it as a nod to the myth. I
used marble textures for the covers and stand out spreads,
incorporating labyrinth imagery where I could use it to effect,
using pastels and greys to complement the marble textures.

Tétris PowerPoint Work
Client:
Tétris (Part of JLL)

Brief:

Outcome:

Tétris had recently rebranded when I started freelancing
with them, and although they had a basic PowerPoint
template, they needed some direction on how to make
the most of their content, and extend out from the basic
example slides they had been given.

Below are a range of the PowerPoint slides and diagrams I
created. I used the colours and shape elements from their
branding, and tried to move the brand forward while keeping
the true to the style. I’ve also created additional master
slides to add to their template.

Seasons Greetings
Video 2020
Client:
Tétris (Part of JLL)

Brief:

Outcome:

To create a short branded Christmas video for Tétris, with
a free rein over the initial concept for the video, whilst
ensuring it wasn’t too religious, to respect the range of
beliefs held by Tétris staff, associates, customers and
potential customers. I really appreciated the chance to
stretch myself and learn a new skill.

Having created a few simple videos for Tétris already, and
worked through some training Tutorials in AfterEffects, I
was keen to experiment a bit with this video. I sketched out
a storyboard, and worked from there. I had the idea of a
Christmas jumper style design for the video, using elements
and colours from the logo. The isometric blocks from the
logo lent themselves to this, and I created reindeer, wreaths
etc, I made snowflakes using colours from the secondary
colour palette to fall like snow. The video was translated into
4 additional languages, which I also created. The design was
then adapted across various email banners etc. Watch it here.

Below is one of the email banners to launch the video.

2019 Overview Video
Client:
Tétris (Part of JLL)

Brief:

Outcome:

To create a branded video for Tétris, showing some of the
work achieved by Tétris staff, images of their work, stats,
and to show images of the staff at work, training and social
events. The video was to be shown at a staff only conference
where they would re-cap the successes of the year.

This is the most complicated video I have made to date, using
image tracking etc, and I learned so much in the process of
making it. I used elements and colours from the logo to create
interesting transitions in the video. It uses music they do not
have the public rights to, as such I have not publicly posted
the video, but you can watch it here.

Business Overview
Client:
British Corner Shop

Brief:

Outcome:

To create a business overview brochure for the company,
pushing the bounds of their brand guidelines to create a
new friendly but professional style.

The brochure was well received within the business, and
the style I’ve created has been rolled out across many
documents since. I created a wide range of icons and a new
style for their infographics and standout facts. I utilised
their colour pallet with a range of tones for heirachy.

Basket Boost
Client:

Brief:

Outcome:

To design a logo concept for a campaign with boosted
rewards points, then create the email designs and various
assets to signpost on site and account.

I came up with the name during our brainstorm and then
created initial logo concepts. The outcome had a rocket
booster space theme to show the offer in a fun and playful
way. I created a range of video GIFs for the campaign, which
was great fun to work on, as I’ve only created GIFs based on
frames before, they can be seen here on my website.

British Corner Shop

Below is one of the email designs I created for the campaign.
The 2 initial logo concepts.

Another of the email GIF designs, see it in motion here.

